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Create an In-Game Profile for you FIFA 13 install. This allows you to create a number of game play setup's to save and load.The move of a top World Bank economist to Asia would not be a moment too soon for the Trump administration, since the Bank's leaders have been waging a "China-bashing" campaign under the leadership of its executive vice president
Kim Yong-ho. Brett J. Rigell, a deputy director in the World Bank's Asia and Pacific office, had been the leading architect of its "Pakistan strategy," which involved urging Islamabad to control militant groups and ban them from the country. But after the US recognized Pakistan's new prime minister, Imran Khan, in September, Rigell told the International
Monetary Fund and World Bank's board of directors that the Bank should move the "Pakistan strategy" to Asia. It's a change that could be a boost to Khan, who aspires to make Pakistan a role model for the world. "Rigell has been a stalwart advocate of the World Bank's Pakistan strategy," says Andrew Biel, a writer for The Heritage Foundation, a conservative
think tank in Washington DC. "His move will get the Bank's Asia and Pacific office focused on this region." More: Biel says Rigell's move may also offer greater leverage as the World Bank looks to bankroll a major infrastructure plan for Pakistan. "Trump might be able to have a positive impact on the World Bank's Pakistan strategy, since the Bank has been
looking for a way to put pressure on Pakistan not to designate the Haqqani network as a terrorist group," he told Al Jazeera. The Haqqani network has been based in Pakistan's semiautonomous tribal areas and is seen as one of the more active threats to US troops and interests in Afghanistan. The group has orchestrated countless bombings in Kabul, including a
May attack on the US embassy that killed a US soldier. Biel says Rigell's move could also have a positive impact on the US, given that the Trump administration was "eager to criticize the Bank for its Pakistan policies". "President Trump can ask the Bank to justify its billions in aid to Pakistan, which might seem like a coordinated attempt to discredit the
institution," says Biel. The World Bank currently gives Pakistan $2.9bn in loans, plus more in grants and repayments. The last time Trump highlighted the World Bank was during a
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